LAST WEEK AT AHM

PUMPKIN PICKING WITH RDS

On Wednesday, October 30th RDS invited us join their pumpkin picking extravaganza! Our students had a great time selecting pumpkins and dancing in the gym.

LEARN & PLAY

Rain cannot stop us! Our students learned and played creative games in the gym. So Much Fun! So Many Skills!

TRUNK OR TREAT

We invited the students of RDS to join us at our first annual Trunk or Treat. Fourteen trunks were decorated with silly, cute, and scary designs. The students spent time investigating the trunks and getting treats on a bright sunny day.

WELCOME BACK TO ONLY MAKE BELIEVE

Only Make Believe (OMB) began their 6 week Fall Cycle of performances on October 30th. This is their 13th year providing interactive theater services to our students. This year, we have included the pre-schoolers in the OMB cycle for the first time ever and they did great! Everyone had an amazingly fun time and it was nice to have familiar faces, songs and performances amidst some of the obvious changes AHM has been undergoing. We love and thank OMB who just celebrated their 20th year anniversary on November 4th, 2019 for many years of joy, laughter and imagination!